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ABSTRACT
Since their inception, active interactive genetic algorithms
have successfully combat user evaluation fatigue induced by
repetitive evaluation. Their success originates on building
models of the user preferences based on partial-order graphs
to create a numeric synthetic fitness. Active interactive ge-
netic algorithms can easily reduce up to seven times the
number of evaluations required from the user by optimiz-
ing such a synthetic fitness. However, despite basic under-
standing of the underlying mechanisms there is still a lack
of principled understanding of what properties make a par-
tial ordering graph a successful model of user preferences.
Also, there has been little research conducted about how to
integrate together the contributions of different users to suc-
cessfully capitalize on parallelized evaluation schemes. This
paper addresses both issues describing: (1) what properties
make a partial-order graph successful and accurate, and (2)
how partial-order graphs obtained from different users can
be merged meaningfully.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems—
Human information processing

General Terms
Algorithms, design, theory, experimentation

Keywords
Active interactive genetic algorithms, graph theory, graph
density, modeling user preferences, partial-order graph, graph
ensemble.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional interactive genetic algorithms (iGA) [3] re-

quire the user to provide a large number of evaluations to
achieve good quality solutions. Due to the repetitiveness of
the tasks, interactive sessions may last for hours usually in-
ducing fatigue and frustration. Long durations make harder
for the user to maintain the evaluation criteria during the
whole evolutionary process. A key contribution of active
interactive genetic algorithms (aiGAs) [17] is their capac-
ity to build models of user preferences to generate educated
guesses—promising solutions. Presenting educated guesses
for user evaluation helps reducing the interaction fatigue—
the user can obtain high-quality solutions faster—and the
frustration—generating high-quality solutions allows aiGA
to avoid the repetitive display of poor solutions that may
discourage the user. Such an approach has shown that user
evaluations can be greatly reduced—3 to 7 times.

A key element to the success of the aiGA paradigm, as
shown in [17], is its ability to reconstruct a global ordering
out of the partial-order graph built using the user evalua-
tions. However, there is little knowledge about what make
a partial-order graph G =< V, E > a good candidate to
generate an accurate enough global ordering, or ranking,
of the solutions contained in V . Moreover, when facing
the design of aiGA there are three variables that need to
be taken into account: the length of the solutions (�), the
growth ratio of nodes (Δ(V)), and the growth ratio of edges
(Δ(E)). Usually, given a certain problem � is fixed, but we
still need to decide how often we need to generate a new
node—solution—or show a new comparison to the user. In
this paper we present a first analytic study based on graph-
theoretic measures to separate accurate partial-order graphs
(the ones that lead to an accurate ranking which will gen-
erate accurate solutions) from the inaccurate ones. As a
result, we have identified a lower bound on the density of
the partial-order graph. If the partial-order graph density
is below that boundary, aiGAs will not be able to provide
high quality solutions—as was empirically shown in [16].

Another daunting challenge for any interactive genetic al-
gorithm is the integration of the results obtained from dif-
ferent runs. Moreover, those results may also come from dif-
ferent users and, thus, it is likely that results may differ—or
even contradict. aiGAs can help mitigate this problem by as-
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sembling multiple partial-order graphs together. Contradic-
tory evaluations may be introduced by user mistakes, percep-
tually indistinguishable solutions, contradictory targets, and
criteria shifts. In this paper we also focuses on laying the
basis for assembling contradictions produced by user mis-
takes. We show that such mistakes can be probabilistically
modeled using binomial distributions and, thus, simple con-
tradiction resolution policies can be put in place to maximize
the quality of the resulting ensemble.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents relevant background about active interactive ge-
netic algorithms. Then, section 3 presents a graph-theoretic
analysis of the partial-order graphs. It also shows a lower
bound for the partial-order graph density that needs to be
satisfied to be able to compute an accurate synthetic fitness—
the basis for generating new solutions. Section 4 also presents
a first approach to assembling partial-order graphs obtained
from different interactive sessions. Finally, section 5 presents
the conclusions for the work presented in this paper.

2. ACTIVE INTERACTIVE GENETIC
ALGORITHMS

Dawkin’s Blind Watchmaker program [7] and the Faceprints
system developed at New Mexico State University [3] are
two early examples of iGAs. For example, in Faceprints, the
system replaces the role of a human sketch artist in evolv-
ing the faces of criminal suspects from witness recollection.
Faces are encoded as binary strings where subcodes repre-
sent different facial features (nose type, mouth type, hair
type, etc.). Each full chromosome maps to a face and the
population of chromosome is presented to the human critic
who is asked to determine how close the face resembles that
of the criminal. This subjective ten-point scale is used to
drive the evolution of subsequent generations of faces, and
in a relatively short time, the GA arrives at a reasonable
facsimile of the correct face.

The use of interactive genetic algorithms allow the fu-
sion of human and computer efforts for problem solving [21].
However, putting the evaluation process into the hands of a
user sets up a different scenario when compared to normal
optimization. Takagi [21] presented a review of research ef-
forts related to the iGAs challenges1. These main research
areas highlighted included: (1) discrete fitness value input
methods, (2) prediction of fitness values, (3) interfaces for
dynamic tasks, (4) acceleration of iGAs convergence, (5)
combination of evolutionary and non-evolutionary compu-
tation, (6) active intervention, and (7) theoretical research.
A detail description of these topics is beyond the scope of
this paper and detailed descriptions can be found elsewhere
[21, 17].

Unlike in traditional evolutionary algorithms with objec-
tive fitness measures, one of the daunting challenges of iGAs
is effective methods of combating user fatigue. Even for
moderately-sized problems, iGAs may require a few hun-
dred to a few thousand fitness evaluations, which is highly
improbable—oftentimes even impossible—for users to eval-
uate. This places a premium on a variety of efficiency-
enhancement techniques [11], particularly evaluation relax-
ation [19]. In evaluation relaxation schemes, the computa-
tionally costly, but accurate function evaluation is replaced

1The author generalize his research under the umbrella of
interactive evolutionary algorithms (iEAs)

Table 1: Algorithmic description of the aiGA model
proposed by Llorà et al. (2005).

1. Create an empty directed graph G =< V, E >.
2. Create 2h random initial solutions (V set).
3. Create the hierarchical tournament set T using

the available solutions in V.
4. Present the tournaments in T to the user and

update the partialordering in E .
5. Estimate r̂(v) for each v ∈ V.
6. Train the surrogate ε-SVM surrogate synthetic

fitness based on G and r̂(v).
7. Optimize the ε-SVM synthetic fitness using the

cGA.
8. Create a S ′ set with 2h−1 new different solutions,

where V
T

V ′ = ∅, sampling out of the probabilistic
model evolved by cGA.

9. Create hierarchical tournament set T ′ with 2h − 1
tournaments using 2h−1 solutions in S and 2h−1

solutions in V ′.
10. V ← V ∪ V ′

11. T ← T ∪ T ′
12. Go to 4 while not converged.

by a cheap, but less accurate surrogate function. A serious
stumbling block in developing surrogate fitness functions in
iGAs is the absence of computable fitness function. Ad-
ditionally, the user evaluation is relative and user prefer-
ence might change over time. Hence, existing evaluation-
relaxation methods fall short and cannot effectively model
user fitness function.

2.1 Key Components
Active interactive genetic algorithms (aiGAs) [17] pro-

posed to model user preferences in order to create a relax-
ation scheme. aiGAs propose a method which consists of
three major components:

1. Partial ordering of solutions: The qualitative decisions
made by the user about relative solution quality is used
to generate partial ordering of solutions, or partial-
order graph.

2. Induced global order: The concepts of non-domination
and domination counts from multi-objective evolution-
ary algorithms [10] to induce a complete order of the
solutions in the population based on their partial or-
dering.

3. Surrogate fitness function via support vector machines:
The induced order is used to assign ranks to the solu-
tions and use them in a support vector machine (SVM)
to create a surrogate—or synthetic—fitness function
that effectively models user fitness.

The key element of an aiGA is its synthetic fitness func-
tion. The minimal scenario for collecting meaningful domain-
independent information from the user is provided by a bi-
nary tournament scheme (s = 2) [12]. User evaluations in-
troduce a partial order among the solutions presented so far.
This partial order can be expressed by using a partial-order
graph G =< V, E >—as suggested in [17]. A vertex in V rep-
resents solutions presented to the user, whereas the edges in
E represent the partial-order evaluations provided by the
user. Given two solutions {s1, s2} ∈ V the user may pro-
vide three possible outcomes: (1) s1 > s2, (2) s1 < s2, and
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(3) s1 = s2—or equal/don’t know/don’t care. Such a graph
G can be transformed into a normalized graph G′ contain-
ing only greater than relations. A global ordering measure
may be computed using a heuristic based on two dominance
measures, δ and φ, inspired by multiobjective optimization
[5, 8]. Let δ(v) be the number of different nodes present
on the paths departing from vertex v. Analogously, φ(v)
is defined as the number of different nodes present on the
paths arriving to v. The estimated fitness of a given solu-
tion v may be computed as f̂(v) = δ(v)− φ(v). Intuitively,
the more solutions a vertex v dominates, the greater the fit-
ness. Otherwise, the more solutions dominate a solution v,
the smaller the fitness. The final global estimated ranking
r̂(v) is obtained sorting the vertex v ∈ V by f̂(v). This

global estimate f̂(v) is used to train a ε-SVM for creating
the synthetic surrogate fitness [17]. By optimizing such a
synthetic fitness we can obtain educated guesses–candidate
solutions–about the user preferences. The optimization step
is conducted by using the compact genetic algorithm (cGA)
[14] obtaining a probabilistic model of the user preferences.

2.2 Interesting properties
Llorà et al. [17] pointed out that partial-order graphs have

an interesting property: given a normalized partial-order
graph G′, if a vertex k appears more than once in a path
between u and v, then a cycle exists, hence, it represents
an inconsistency in the user evaluations. Thus, due to the
greater than relations (contained in E), the consistency of
the user evaluations can be identified. This property is the
basis of the consistency metric [15]. In order to compute
such a measure the authors need two components: i) cycle
detection capabilities for a given graph G′ at time t (G′t),
and ii) an heuristic to quantify how much inconsistency the
detected cycle is introducing. A detailed explanation of this
property can be found elsewhere [15].

The estimated fitness is a key component of aiGA. It as-
signs a numeric estimate to each solution presented to the
user and, hence, it is a key component to the probabilistic
model building component mentioned below. It also allows
measuring the error of the synthetic fitness surrogate when
compared to the original estimated values. Such error mea-
suring acts as a sanity check of the surrogate, since an er-
roneous surrogate will lead to unreliable models of the user
preferences.

The original aiGA proposed by Llorà et al. [17] used the
cGA [14] to obtain a probabilistic model of the user pref-
erences by optimizing the surrogate fitness function con-
structed. This process is repeated every generation—see Ta-
ble 1. Hence, during interaction between the user and the
aiGA several probabilistic models are evolved. The origi-
nal aiGA discards the previous model when a new one is
obtained. However, the sequence of models provides inter-
esting insides about the evolution of the user preferences
along the run. For instance, sustained criteria on the evalu-
ation process by the user will be reflected by slowly chang-
ing sequences of models. However, drastic changes on the
user criteria may show up as sequences of dispare model
sequences.

2.3 Problematic Incremental Usage
The original aiGA model proposed by Llorà et al. [17] as-

sumes a generational approach to the interactive process—
as show in Table 1. Later on, Llorà et al. [16] proposed an

incremental approach to the collection of user evaluations.
They maintained the steady-state approach of the original
aiGA. At each evaluation step, a tournament is performed
between two previously evaluated solutions that were not
compared directly, or between a previoulsy evaluated solu-
tion and a solution sampled from the probabilistic model of
the user preferences.

Such a tournament may result in three possible outcomes:
greater than, lesser than, and equal to. However, the authors
also introduced a key difference that become problematic.
When two solutions were evaluated tequal, the original aiGA
required a normalization step to transform the graph into
another one that only includes strict comparison relations.
However, that step was eliminated reducing the amount of
comparisons stored by the partial ordering graph. That is, if
two solutions were evaluated as equal, no edge between the
solution vertex was introduced, which lead as we will show
later to graphs not dense enough to provide an accurate
reconstruction of the global order—as presented in section
2.1.

Results using this approach were worst and more unsta-
ble that the ones using the original steady-state scheme [16].
Next section presents a graph-theoretic analysis helps ex-
plains why the incremental approach was condemned to fail
whereas the original steady-state approach was able to re-
construct, accurately enough, the global order required to
build the synthetic fitness.

3. INTERACTION SIZING IN AIGAS
A key element to the success of the aiGA, as shown in

[16], is its ability to reconstruct a global ordering out of the
partial-order graph built using the user evaluations. How-
ever, there is little knowledge about what makes a partial-
order graph G =< V, E > a good candidate to generate an
accurate enough global ordering, or ranking, of the solu-
tions contained in V. Moreover, when facing the design of
aiGA there are three variables that need to be taken into
account: the length of the solutions (�), the growth ratio of
nodes (Δ(V)), and the growth ratio of edges (Δ(E)). Usu-
ally, given a certain problem � is fixed, but we then need to
decide how often we need to generate a new node or show a
new comparison to the user.

To illustrate the interaction-sizing dilemma, we will review
two basic opposite strategies: (1) to generate a new vertex
(solution) every time we require a comparison from the user,
and (2) only generate a new vertex (solution) when there is
no comparison left between the one already present in G.
From the user perspective, the first one will always provide
new elements to compare alleviating the burden of repet-
itiveness problem, but would provide a poor global rank-
ing. On the other hand, the second one will increase the
perception of repetitiveness and fatigue, but a completely
connected partial-order graph provide a perfect estimate to
reconstruct the global ranking of the solutions.

These strategies lead to graph with very different struc-
tural properties. Whereas the first one will have a large
number of unconnected components (each of them form by
2 vertexes), the second one will eventually be a fully con-
nected graph—structurally similar to the proposed incre-
mental method in [17]. It is important to mention here,
that there is a lower bound on the number of initial vertexes
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Figure 1: Hierarchical tournament selection scheme used by aiGA. The parameter h defines the height of the
tournament tree. The first 2h−1 solutions are drawn at random without replacement from the set of already
available solutions. Solution 2h−1 + 1 is the best ranked solution so far, Finally, the rest of the solutions are
promising solutions obtained after optimizing the synthetic fitness built on the previous iteration.

required2. However, satisfying that lower bound does still
not guaranty that resulting graph G will be useful, since that
is determined by the interactive policy selected.

For the above-mentioned reasons, we focused on identify-
ing a graph-theoretic measure [13, 4] that could clarify what
is a good graph structure for the purposes of computing the
global ranking. Since there seams to be a tradeoff between
the number of nodes (|V|) and the number of edges (|E|),
the graph density provides a proper unified measure across
different graphs.

Definition 1. The graph density for a directed graph is
defined as:

ρ(G) =
|E|

|V|(|V| − 1)
(1)

Whereas the density for a non-directed graph is defined as:

ρ(G) =
2|E|

|V|(|V| − 1)
(2)

Following the theoretical framework setup in [17], we also
used a perfect user, as defined below, to conduct the analysis
of the graph structure required for the aiGA. This assump-
tion will then be revisited in the next section.

Definition 2. Given two solutions u, v, a perfect user
Υ is a function defined as:

Υ(u, v) =

8

>

<

>

:

< v, u > if f(u) < f(v)

< u, v > if f(u) > f(v)

λ if f(u) = f(v)

(3)

2As shown elsewhere [6, 20, 17], the number of initial nodes
is proportional to the number of training example required
to properly train the ε-SVM regressor used to construct the
synthetics fitness. A detailed explanation is beyond of this
paper and explained in detail elsewhere[17].

where f is the ideal target function, and λ stands for the null
edge.

The rest of this section assumes that f is the OneMax
function [10] following the original aiGA facet-wise analysis
[17]. Also, assuming the usage of a perfect user, the density
definition presented in Definition 1 for a partial-order graph
can be reformulated as:

Definition 3. The graph density for a partial-order graph
given a perfect user Υ is defined as:

ρ(G∓) =
2|E|

|V|(|V| − 1)
(4)

When using a perfect user Υ, Definition 3 presents the
same density form of equation 2. This is the result of the Υ
behavior. Given two nodes u and v the will only return one
of the two possible edges {< u, v >, < v, u >}.

The density of the graph generated by the hierarchical
tournament method used by the original aiGA—see Figure
1—requires computing the number of vertxes and edges after
each round i of tournaments. The number of nodes nn in a
partial-order graph at a given tournament round i of height
h can be computed as:

nn(i, h) = 2h + i ·
“

2h−1 − 1
”

(5)

Whereas the number of edges ne at a given tournament
round i of height h can be computed as:

nn(i, h) = (i + 1)(2h − 1) (6)

Hence, the density of the partial-order graph at a given
tournament round i of height h can be expressed as:

ρ(Gi,h) =
2 · ne(i, h)

nn(i, h)(nn(i, h)− 1)
(7)
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Figure 2: Density of the partial-order graph cre-
ate by a hierarchical tournament scheme given the
height h and the tournament round i. The figure
plots the densities for h = {2, 3, 4} and i ∈ [0, 32]. The
figure also highlights the quick drop of density of the
incremental approach.

Figure 2 presents the density across different heights and
iterations for the hierarchical tournament in the original
aiGA. Using the same density measure, we revised the in-
cremental policy proposed in [16]. Figure 2 shows a clear
change in slope and density drop for the incremental ap-
proach [16]. It also does not allow to scale based on the
problem size �, violating the requirements of the ε-SVM re-
gressor, which may lead to inaccurate regressions. Using
the density measure we were able to explain why the incre-
mental tournament approach proposed in [16] did not work.
However, this does not answer why the hierarchical tourna-
ment scheme provides accurate global rankings. In order to
be able to answer such a question, we prepared a controlled
experiment in order to characterize the boundary separating
accurate and inaccurate partial-order graphs.

We can label a partial-order graph as an accurate one if
and only if, after optimizing the synthetic fitness produced,
the best solution obtained has correctly fixed at least m− 1
building blocks [11]. In the particular case of solving One-
Max, the best solution generated has at least all but one bit
set to 1, otherwise, we will label such a partial-order graph
as inaccurate. To identify such a transition, we proceed as
follows. Given a certain problem length �, we generated 75
random graphs for each of the possible number of nodes and
edges. That is, for � = 2 we would generate random graph
containing {1, 2, 3, 4} nodes, and for each number of nodes
we generated random graphs for all the possible number of
edges 1 → {}, 2 → {1}, 3 → {1, 2, 3}, 4 → {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
Hence, for � = 2 we generated 75 · (1 + 1 + 3 + 6) = 825
random graphs. For each of them we computed their den-
sity ρ and the probability of success (proportion of accurate
partial-order graphs). Figure 3 shows that for a given num-
ber of nodes there is a required density to achieve an accu-
rate partial-order graph—all the 75 graphs for that density
were accurate. After achieving an accurate graph for the
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Figure 3: Figures a, b, and c presents the density
required to hit the optima using a randomly gener-
ated graph with the given number of nodes. Each
point represents the average density of 75 successful
independent trials—all random graphs induced a so-
lution after the synthetic fitness optimization which
had correctly fixed at least m− 1 building blocks.
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first time given a certain number of nodes, increasing the
density just keeps generating accurate graphs.

Figure 3 presents the required density lower bound re-
quired to ensemble accurate partial-order graphs based on
the user evaluations. Figure 2 and 3 need to be carefully
compared. There is only one case that is directly compa-
rable, the case where � = 4—Figure 3(b)—and we use a
hierarchical tournament of height h = 2—worst case sce-
nario. The densities of the hierarchical tournament scheme
of the aiGA [17] and the boundary obtained align nicely, fol-
lowing the same power law—ρ(GHTS) ≈ ρ(Grnd). The tail
between � = 4 and h = 2 eventually cross each other the bal-
ance, but on an interactive GA session that would happen
far after the user has finished the experiment exhausted. If
we increase the height by 1, then the produced partial-order
graph densities are higher than required which guarantees
the creation of an accurate partial-order graph. Hence, the
hierarchical tournament [17] unexpectedly turned out to be
closer to the density boundary required to produce accurate
partial-order graphs, which also explains why the incremen-
tal approach [16] did not work—it did not satisfy the lower
density boundary.

4. PARALLEL EVALUATION ENSEMBLE
IN AIGAS

Another daunting challenge for any interactive genetic al-
gorithm is how to integrate the results obtained from dif-
ferent runs. Moreover, those results may be generated by
different users and, thus, it is likely that results may differ.
Traditional approaches try to combine (for instance aver-
aging) the solutions obtained from the different interactive
sessions. Researchers [9] have mostly focused on combin-
ing the end products of the interactive evolution. However,
aiGAs beside providing a handful of good candidate solu-
tions at the end of the run, they also provides the partial-
order graph. Such information can be of great value. As
shown in [1], partial-order graphs can help eliminate user
contradictions by guided reevaluation of cycles—a sign of
user contradictory evaluation criteria.

Thus, our approach to generate a final answer after n in-
teractive session will involve assembling the n partial-order
graphs to create a final synthetic fitness function. The promis-
ing candidates resulting from the synthetic fitness function
will form the answers to the overall problem. The goal is to
embed all knowledge gathered by those partial-order graphs
looking for a robust methodology—combining final solutions
has been shown to produce average solution of poor qual-
ity [9]. Figure 4 illustrates how such an ensemble may be
constructed.

The process of building the ensemble Ĝ from a set of
partial-order graphs {G0, G1, . . .Gn} has to consider differ-
ent sources of possible contradictions. In another words,
what could be the different causes of having edges such as
< u, v > and < v, u > competing to enter the final ensemble
Ĝ. A set of possible, but not all, causes is listed below.

• User mistakes: During the interactive process the
user just got distracted and provided the wrong tour-
nament evaluation adding a contradictory evaluation.

• Perceptually indistinguishable: The interface of
the interactive process is not refined enough. Hence,
given two solutions u and v, the user is not able to

perceptually distinguish the difference between them.
This situation increases the risk of providing contra-
dictory evaluations.

• Contradictory targets: When dealing with aesthetic
evaluations, the objective target that each user may
have in mind can clearly differ. A simple analogy
would be a multimodal problem where two different
solutions provide the same fitness. In such situations,
blindly containing the partial-order graph will lead to
mediocre average solutions.

• Criteria shifts: The interactive nature of the process
can also shift the user criteria. Such criteria shifts tend
to appear in long lasting interactive sessions [2]. Users
can change their desired target based on the interactive
process itself. That is, users may find a new point of
interest that suddenly became much more interesting
than the original one, producing the criteria shift.

Addressing all these possible sources of user evaluation
contradictions is beyond the reach of this paper, and will re-
quire further research. However, in this section we focused
on laying the ground for the first source of possible eval-
uation contradictions: user mistakes. As mentioned ear-
lier, during the interactive aiGA process the user just got
distracted and provided the wrong tournament evaluation
adding a contradictory evaluation. Such kind of mistakes
can be easily modeled as a binomial distribution. Let per be
the probability of edge reversal due to a user mistake. Thus,
for each pair of adjacent solutions (vertexs) u and v, we can
model the probability of edge reversal (e =< u, v > and
e′ =< v, u > the reversed edge) as a binomial distribution
Be(n, p), where n is the number of graph Gi that contain
e or e′, and p the probability of user mistake—usually p is
small thanks to the users efforts (p < 0.05). Thus, the ex-
pected number of reversed edges can be written as np. Since
p is a small number, in order to maximize the probability of
choosing between e and e′ the right edge, a simple strategy
would be to pick the one with larger support—usually know
as majority rule [18, 22].

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a first analytic study based on

graph-theoretic measures to separate accurate partial-order
graphs (the ones that provide an accurate ranking of accu-
rate solutions) from the inaccurate ones. As a result, we
have identified an existent lower bound based on the den-
sity of the partial-order graphs. If the partial-order graph
lower density is below that bound, the aiGA will not provide
high quality solutions. The existence of this lower bound
explain previous failed attempts conducted by researchers
to replace the original hierarchical steady-state tournament
evaluation aiGAs with incremental versions.To create an ac-
curate global ranking using a partial-order graph, such a
graph requires a density above the lower bound identified.

We have also addressed the problem of creating partial-
order graph ensembles based on graph provided by previous
aiGA sessions. We have focused on how we can model user
mistakes providing a strategy to build accurate partial-order
ensembles. Such mistakes can be probabilistically modeled
as binomial distributions and, thus, simple contradiction res-
olution policies can be put in place to maximize the quality
of the resulting ensemble based on the majority rule.
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Figure 4: Creating a new partial-order graph by combining the graphs obtained in interactive sessions using
aiGA. Conflicts may arise because of contradictory evaluations—see edge between b and c. Those conflicts
must undergo a conflict resolution policy. User mistakes can be modeled using binomial distributions. Under
those assumptions, the optimal resolution of each edge inconstancy is to choose the edge with maximum
support—majority rule. The figure shows how three partial-order graphs are combined into a final ensemble,
after resolving the contradiction edge between b and c.
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